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Abstract:
To survive and compete in today’s globalized economy; manufacturing industry needs to make sure efficient and optimistic in the form of Budget. Finalizing and Allocating budget to each department in an industry is the most difficult task, as we live in highly customized world, customers demand increases day by day and changes and complexity comes in business environment which may directly affect the budget of project and indirectly effect on an industry’s final budget and on profit. To solve this problem this paper is concentrate on Zero Base Budgeting (ZBB), which can reduce complexions comes in budget of project in manufacturing industry. The focus of ZBB on project budget is because of; a most important part of yearly Budget of company. In ZBB, budget expert can review the budget of each department to start budgeting from zero which includes capital expenditure, operating cost, sales, administrative cost, purchasing cost, and marketing cost, logistic and cost of goods sold. It is very difficult to any industry to clean out last year budget and start from zero, it takes a long time to applying ZBB but it can provide nice journey and clarity in costing for a year. To applying ZBB, budgeting expert can go through the method of zero line item budgeting and service level budgeting. The focus of this paper is what ZBB is? And how it is applicable for project budgeting in manufacturing industry. The result of this paper reaches that, ZBB produces Savings in an industry and Systematic methods to applying ZBB for project budget in manufacturing industry.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s business environment, two factors have become common: change and complexity. The nature of business has incorporated these factors into our everyday lives. We work in an environment of constant change and increasing complexity, and must be competitive, productive, customer-focused, and profitable. Though world economies show some signs of emerging from recession, cost management remains a top priority and a key performance driver for most companies. Many businesses have weathered the downturn by addressing easily accessible cost reduction opportunities. The Change and complexity comes in project of manufacturing industry, after changing demands by the customer, the delay in project execution activities, communication gap within CFT, risk and uncertainties comes in project, changing rate of material and labor, change in overheads etc. These factors can directly effect on the cost of project and indirectly on the budget of an industry and funding for other department. So to reduce these complexions in budgeting organization has to concentrate on ZBB. For applying ZBB, budgeter has to be go to the root of each activity in each department and find out cost for each activity, risks and solutions for that activity and recovered cost for the solutions. To review all this cost, budgeter can take help of project manager and other members of project team as per hierarchy to start from zero and prepare budget by finding out activities in each division, risks & their solutions and costs.

Theory of Zero Base Budgeting
Zero-base budgeting (ZBB) is a budgeting process that asks managers to build a budget from the ground up, starting from zero. ZBB promises to move the organization away from incremental budgeting, where last year’s budget is the starting point. Instead, the starting point becomes zero, with the implication that past patterns of spending are no longer taken as a given.1 ZBB is a budgeting process that allocates funding based on program efficiency and necessity rather than budget history.2 The manager requesting the budget is responsible for this justification. As a result, each company department begins from zero and prepares a series of budgets – one for each decision package under consideration.3 To deliver on this promise, the organization is first divided up into “decision units” the lowest level at which budget decisions are made. A decision package includes a description of services and related costs. As well as the budget, each package contains a statement of the project goals, plans to achieve these goals, the expected benefits, and the consequent results of not approving this decision package. An option is chosen, and the others are discarded. This planning process requires the managers to take an updated view of their plans and consider the most suitable method to achieve their objectives.3 More than one decision
package could be presented for each category.1 • Base package: This type of package meets only the most fundamental service needs of the decision unit’s clientele and represents the minimum level of funding needed for the unit’s services to remain viable. There could be multiple base packages, each addressing a different way to provide the base service. This represents an important departure from incremental budgeting in that an incremental budget never considers what the absolute minimum level of funding a program can survive on is. Rather, the current level of spending is usually considered a sort of de facto minimum.1

• Current service package: This type describes what it takes to continue the level of service currently provided to the unit’s clientele. The difference between the base package and the current service level may be expressed by multiple decision packages, with each package representing one aspect of what it takes to get from base funding to the current service level. There could also be different decision packages describing different means for achieving the same service level.1

• Enhanced package: This category addresses resource required to expand service beyond current levels. There could be any number of enhanced packages.1 Because of the detailed information required and because decision-packages are created for the lowest levels of budgetary decision making, ZBB requires greater involvement of mid-level and perhaps even line managers – an important difference between ZBB and many other budget processes.1 Because each division is creating between three and ten decision packages, along with the required supporting information for each, the documentation can be substantial.1 A zero-based budgeting system demands that the manager justify the entire budget in detail and explains why the company should spend the money in the manner proposed. This approach differs from traditional budgeting techniques as it emphasizes the analysis of alternatives. The implementation steps are3:

1. Managers first establish different decision packages associated with performing each work task, such as forecasting the costs and benefits of conducting a project or outsourcing it, or centralizing versus decentralizing operations.

2. The decision packages should be ranked in order of importance. Tradeoffs between respective packages should be considered. These allow managers to rank priorities and combine decision packages for old and new projects into one, and allow top management to evaluate and compare the needs of individual units or departments for financial resources allocation.

3. In addition, managers identify different levels for each alternative method of the proposed activity. A minimum level of spending, usually 75% of the current operating level, is established and then separate decision packages that consider the costs and benefits of additional levels of expenditure for that particular activity are developed. The setting of different levels enables managers to consider and evaluate the level of expenditure lower than the current operational level. This gives decision-makers the choice of eliminating the activity or allocating resources for the selected level by including changes in expenditure level and tradeoffs among departments.

Methods of Zero Base Budgeting:

Zero Line-Item Budgeting

This method of budgeting does not start with last year’s budget. Rather, departments are given a blank budget request form with zeros filled in for each line item, instead of last year’s budget or actual expenditures as the starting point – hence, the label of zero-base is applied. Departments then rebuild their budgets from the ground up, justifying each line item. Where possible, departments are asked to provide drivers of cost.1

Service Level Budgeting

Service level budgeting emphasizes the decision-package feature of ZBB theory. The detailed estimate of inputs found in zero-line item budgeting receives less emphasis. Departments are responsible for developing decision-packages to represent the various services and projects they would like to fund. Because the department is the decision-unit (rather than divisions) it limited the total number of decision-packages produced and, therefore, the total amount of paperwork.

Project Costing

The sum total of all funds required to complete a business purchase transaction, it includes Business purchase price, Working capital, closing costs, Professional fees such as those charged by the CPA and attorney, Lender fees, Business appraisal fees, Business license fees. Costing is system of computing cost of production or of running a business, by allocating expenditure to various stages of production or to different departments of a firm.

Costing Management

Cost management is concerned with the process of planning and controlling the budget of a project or business. It includes activities such as planning, estimating, budgeting, financing, funding, managing, and controlling costs so that the project can be completed within the approved budget. Cost management covers the full life cycle of a project from the initial planning phase towards measuring the actual cost performance and project completion.4 Manufacturing costing methods are accounting techniques that are used to help understand the value of inputs and outputs in a production process. By tracking and categorizing this information according to a rigorous accounting system, corporate management can determine with a high degree of accuracy the cost per unit of production and other key performance indicators. Management needs this information in order to make informed decisions about production levels, pricing, competitive strategy, future investment, and a host of other concerns. Such information is primarily necessary for internal use, or managerial accounting.

Costing Methods

1. Job-order costing

2. Process job-order costing

3. Activity-based costing

Job Costing involves the calculation of costs involved in a construction “job” or the manufacturing of goods done in discrete batches. These costs are recorded in ledger accounts throughout the life of the job or batch and are then summarized in the final trial balance before the preparing of the job cost or batch manufacturing statement.

Job costing vs. process costing

Job costing (known by some as job order costing) is fundamental to managerial accounting. It differs from Process costing in that the flow of costs is tracked by job or batch instead of by process. The distinction between job costing and process costing hinges on the nature of the product and, therefore, on the type of production process:

• Process costing is used when the products are more homogeneous in nature.
• Conversely, job costing systems assign costs to distinct production jobs that are significantly different. An average cost per unit of product is then calculated for each job.
• Process costing systems assign costs to one or more production processes. Because all units are identical or very similar, average costs for each unit of product are calculated by dividing the process costs by the number of units produced.
• Many businesses produce products with some unique features and some common processes. These businesses use costing systems that have both job and process costing features.

Use of Job costing:
In a job costing system, costs may be accumulated either by job or by batch. For a typical job, direct material, labor, subcontract costs, equipment, and other direct costs are tracked at their actual values. These are accrued until the job or batch is completed. Overhead or "burden" may be applied either by using a rate based on direct labor hours or by using some other Activity Based Costing (ABC) cost driver. In either case, once overhead/burden is added, the total cost for the job can be determined.
If the accountant is using a general ledger accounting system, which lacks true job costing functionality, the costs must be manually transferred out of Work in Process to Finished Goods (Cost of Goods Sold for service industries). Of course, in the days of computerized job costing software, journaling costs manually is an obsolete process. Such hand-journaling is mandatory for companies that continue to use general accounting software to do job costing. Enlightened accountants are moving forward and using job costing software, thereby improving cost control, reducing risk, and increasing the chance of profitability.

Use of cost codes in budgeting
In a true job cost accounting system, a Budget is set up in advance of the job. As actual costs are accrued, they are compared to budgeted costs, to determine variances for each phase of each job. Cost Codes are used for each phase, allowing "mini-budgets" to be generated and tracked. In the Job costing system consists of various cost drivers that drives job cost, moreover it.

Product costing system

Research Methodology
A good research technique and research methodology has to be used in paper so as to fulfill the analysis of project cost. Statistics require volume of data to analyses and interpret the results to arrive at meaningful conclusions. Data may be collected through secondary source or primary source. When the secondary data cannot be collected, primary data should be collected. Primary data could be through direct interview or line inspection or process inspection methods for the both ZBC. To analyze any company’s manufacturing cost performance, have to study company’s overall process and
operations related to part or product with different departments.

Source and methods of data collection:
The Manager at this stage should clearly know the sources of data for his work, could use both primary (Interaction with staff or in-charge of line for the product) as well as secondary data (Line inspection and observations). While the former refers to the data collected for the first time by the manager himself from the informants or the sample respondents or by inspecting the line and process sequence of par or product specifically for work. The latter means the data already collected, published or unpublished and available for use but before going for costing sheet, once clarification with consultant guide. If the choice is for using secondary data, then the manager should always identify the authentic sources and then collect data from them. Whatever be the source of data, the manager should plan the collection of data and then execute the plan properly. The quality of data collected will ultimately decide the findings of the research work or cost of the product and so the manager should arrange for surprise checks and controls over the collection of field data with specific target. Should cross check the data collected and take steps to rectify any defects in the data from raw material to finished product with.

Primary Data:
The primary data of product or part have to be collected by the manager through interaction with staff of different departments with specific product or operations on activity based. This is the first hand information. There are several methods in which the data is compiled the activity. Some of these methods are very popular while the others are rarely used depending upon the need or circumstance with zero based costing sheet. For this project work interview technique is used as primary source of data through interviews the information regarding various raw material details, operations, transpirations, inventory & different processes is collected for the product on activity based. Also the requirements regarding the project work are collected from discussions with the Head of the departments.

Secondary Data:
Secondary data refers to use of information already collected and published or unpublished. Such a source is used to save time and cost in compiling the data relating to the past process sheet (ZBC). Further there is no possibility of collecting any data of the past for the first time but activity to be checked as per primary data (ABC). So this source is used for collecting the historical and present operation or process data. The secondary data collected for the current product cost work is through the following sources such as related zero based & activity based of the company which is mainly about the information of the product with operation and cost information.

Data Presentation, Analysis and Interpretation
Data Presentation:
In the company environmental at all the levels, effective record keeping is very essential. This is more so at the primary level which is the foundation of other levels. Keeping records is not an end in itself, rather it is a means to an end. The end is to generate or procure relevant data to be processed into information on which effective administrative management decisions are based. In this information data, effective cost process information of product, using manual and computerized techniques, is a necessity. Effective Manufacturing cost Information System (MIS) ensures adequate capture, processing, storing, retrieving and communicating relevant and timely information to management and the general process on which action for the current and future developmental activities could be based.

This paper is focused on the techniques of presenting otherwise unwieldy and cumbersome data in concise and meaningful forms, for proper interpretation and analysis of the existing situation.. Data refer to raw, unprocessed facts or uninterrupted observation, which may take the form of words, numbers or characters in which process are involved for manufacturing of products. The singular form of data is datum. Information on the other hand, refers to processed or analyzed data that meaningfully in form the activity about a product or process and as such empowers efficient action to words cost. The need to process data into information and present the information in a form that can be easily understood and utilized the manufacturing process. It helps to know the manufacturing loss or profit after the data analysis. The collected data of product, present in the specific format of the company (Both ZBC & ABC. The specific format of data presentation helps for analysis of data.

Data Analysis:
Data analysis is a body of methods that help to describe facts, detect patterns, develop explanations, and test hypotheses of any process or product. The data analysis sheet and formats are given below and after the analysis of data to be used for calculation. The results are verified by the head of costing department.

Costing Sheet:
Costing sheet helps to analysis of data to know the cost or rate of the product.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABC INDUSTRIES</th>
<th>Date &amp; Day Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PART NO.</td>
<td>Costed Person:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PART NAME:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT NAME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Material Cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RM SPECIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SHEET SIZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SHEET WEIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>BLANK SIZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>WEIGHT OF BLANK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>RAW MATERIAL RATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NO. PCs PER BLANK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NO. PCS PER SHEET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>GROSS WEIGHT PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GROSS COST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>SCRAP GENERATED PER PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>SCRAP RATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>SCRAP RECOVERY PER PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>FINISH WEIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>NET RAW MATERIAL COST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONVERSION COST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Depends on Product</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```


http://ijesc.org/
Net Selling Price:


(Sample of ABC costing sheet is attached for Assy Centre Bearing X member for NJT project)
Annexure

Raw Material Rates:
The raw material rates usually specified by the customer or the as per rates available in present market. The raw material rates always vary with time
Using these costing sheets and systems we can calculate Cost of project in manufacturing industry. It helps manager to prepare project budget and submit to budgeting expert to prepare zero base budgeting for project in manufacturing industry.

**Improvement Needed in ZBB for Manufacturing cost calculations:**

1) Combined operations with single stroke rate in ZBC but due to manufacturing technical issues both strokes are different in activity.

Example: Piercing and notching operations are combined in ZBC but due to manufacturing technical reasons both process are support in activity: Discussion with customer for revised PO rate.

2) No rework process cost in ZBC but for each part consuming more than min Rs: 8.00 + 20

Example: Grinding and buffing for scoring mark with heavy burr on part: Increase the conversation rate based on utilizations of man power with consumable (Revised cost sheet and PO rate).

3) The prototype process of drilling and other manual process are still continues in regular production but ZBB costing having the process of stroke rates.

Example: RUPD of AMW

4) No proper guidelines available for shop floor for production as per cost: Availability of operation and machine wise cost sheet for production.

5) After prototype and before production costing to review costs using activity based costing.

**II. CONCLUSIONS**

Zero Based Budgeting requires a project’s existence to be justified in each financial year, as opposed to simply basing budgeting decisions on a previous year’s allocation. It provides systematic method to combine cost of project and helps in to prepare budget of industry. It is lengthy process but provide nice journey of budgeting over a year and giving clarity in costing at each stage. In manufacturing industry, it is needed to overcome on improvement at the time of applying Zero Base Budgeting on project budget. After considering all risk and uncertainties and their solutions in ZBB, it provides all the information needed for applying it on project budget. It is easy to find out product cost by using Zero line item budgeting and use of decision packages for service level budgeting. By using both the method project budget is calculated and submitted to the budget expert to add other business cost in it. Decision packages helps to reduce the cost of activities and increase profitability level of project. ZBB is Managerial process of costing; it helps in cost management and provides clarity in costing which makes easy to track cost of project.
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